Assessing the Mental Health
of Your Organisation

Ingredior

Mental health is quickly becoming the next significant health crisis in our society. The mental health of yourself
and other individuals is important for many reasons… did you know the mental health of your employee/s can
determine the mental health of your organisation?
An organisation’s mental health will determine its capacity to:
Operate day by day - Remain sustainable - Be economically resilient - Perform at its optimal capacity

“Your mental health can affect your productivity and success, equally your
organisation’s mental health can affect its productivity and success!”
Let’s take a look at the various ways you can monitor and maintain your organisation’s mental health.

WHAT IS THE HEALTH OF YOUR OPERATIONS?
Operations are the heartbeat of the organization. As you can imagine, if there is an issue in your operations
the whole business is paralyzed.
Rate the following activities regarding your operations within your organization.
Select the most relevant number relating to your current circumstances.
1 = needs improvement, 5 = working perfectly
At this moment in time…
How effective is your supply chain?

1

2

3

4

5

How efficient is your supply chain?

1

2

3

4

5

How stable and protected is your supply chain?

1

2

3

4

5

What three actions you could take to improve your supply chain?
1.
2.
3.

How effective is your customer process and delivery? 1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

How secure is your market share?
What is your percentage of market share currently?

What three actions can you take to improve your customer process & delivery?
1.
2.
3.
How effective are your systems/support resources?

1

2

3

4

5

How efficient are your systems/support resources?

1

2

3

4

5

What are three actions you can take to increase the effectiveness & efficiency in your systems /
support resources? E.g. Are their systems you know can better service your organization, are you toying with considering deep
technology such as blockchain, etc.

1.
2.
3.

Overall, based on the information above, how would you rate the operations of the organisation?
1

2

3

4

5

WHAT IS THE HEALTH OF YOUR FINANCES?
The finances of any organization are the do-or-die component to success. Without working capital, it is
extremely difficult to move forward. We think about money and finance every day but what about the
bigger picture?
When was the last time you looked over the financial trend of the last five years for the organisation?
Reach out to your accountant or pull the records from your accounting system (myob or zero)
3 months

6 months

12 months

24 months

Is the income and expenses ratio similar?
E.g. Is the percentage difference between income and expenses for the same period over the last 5 years the same or similar?

Income Expense Percentage
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
What financial trend have you noticed in your organisation? Is there a decrease, increase, stasis –
what changed in this time?

Select the most relevant number relating to your current circumstances.
1 = needs improvement, 5 = working perfectly

Overall, based on the information above, how would you rate the financial health of the organisation?
1

2

3

4

5

WHAT IS THE HEALTH OF YOUR EMPLOYEES?
Employees can make or break an organization. You may have the best structure, operations, management,
supply chain, and finance, but you’ll still require diligent and passionate employees. Sometimes, challenges
beyond our understanding can affect the best employee. It’s crucial to remember that if we want the best
from them, we need to give them our best.
Make a list of employees, perform a mini review on each of them using the table on page 6.
This is not to reprimand them, but to help ascertain their current level of activity based on your observation.
Select the most relevant number relating to your current circumstances.
1 = needs improvement, 5 = working perfectly
Overall, how is the average state of you employees?

1

2

3

4

5

How positive is the working environment?

1

2

3

4

5

How frequent do challenges and arguments occur between employees (and/or you)?
Every day

Multiple times a week

Once a week

Multiple times a month

Once a month

Never

Other:
Is there a particular employee who may be struggling?

Yes

No

List one action you can take this week to support this employee:

Additionally, to support an ongoing healthy working environment, what are three actions you could take to
improve your employee engagement (with you, and with each other)?
E.g., starting meetings with sharing a fun fact, frequent morning tea, sending them links to interesting articles, or video/podcasts.

WHAT'S NEXT?
Not only is it important for you to stay in touch with your organisation’s mental health, it is important for
you to stay on top of your own.
You can also use this worksheet with you as the subject in place of the employees.
Whether you are a business owner, an executive, a manager or team leader, you drive the health of your
business and ultimately its success.

We can help support your organization as you navigate
the path to success.
A business is much like a person – those who contribute and ‘input’ into the
collective skills and knowledge of it will determine how effectively it can perform.
If you are wondering how to get back on track, go to our resources page on our
website here, we can help you.
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EMPLOYEES
Rate the employee’s behaviour on a scale of 1-5 in relation to how they behave in the workplace environment – whether in the office or remotely.
1 = needs assistance and support, 5 = perfectly aligned to the organisation
Name

(First name or Initials)

Attention to detail
is proficient &
accurate

Actively engages as
part of the team

Cooperates well
with the rest of
the team

Adapts well to
changes in procedure
or process

Generally has a
happy disposition
during work hours

Positively coping
with the
workload given

Contributes to the
overall success of
the organization

